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Introduction 
The Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, 
Cochin launched a pioneering research project during 
the period 1976-'80 on the seed resources of commer-
cially important prawns, fishes and molluscs in the 
surf waters, estuaries and backwaters of Kerala and 
Tamilnadu. The objective of the project was to gain 
precise information regarding occurrence and quanti-
tative abundance of seed, their spatial, seasonal and 
diurnal variations, abundance in relation to lunar perio-
dicities, influence of environmental features and pollu-
tion on them and areas suitable for brackishwater cul-
ture. 
The investigations were carried out in three phases. 
During the first phase (1976-'78) emphasis was given 
to the seed resources of the surf area, followed by that 
in the estuaries and backwaters. A total of 246 stations 
were covered all along the coasts at monthly interval 
for the purpose. During the second phase which went 
on for another year (1979) the studies were centred in 
the estuaries and backwaters, and 49 stations were 
covered, again at a monthly interval at four regions. 
The third phase of the survey which was completed in 
one year (1980) was devoted for an intensive study on 
the diurnal variations in seed abundance and on the 
influence of moon on their occurrence and abundance. 
For this purpose one centre was selected in each of the 
six regions and quarterly diurnal sampling at hourly 
interval was carried out during full, half and new moon 
phases occurring sequentially in a month. 
Six teams of scientists and technical personnel 
operated the project from six different research centres 
along the coast namely Calicut, Cochin, Vizhinjam, 
Tuticorin, Mandapam and Madras. Sampling stations 
were fixed all along the coastal area at every 6 to 10 km 
distance. However, within the estuaries and backwaters 
sampling was carried out at shorter intervals of distance. 
Along with the collection of seed samples, environ-
mental parameters such as temperature, salinity and 
dissolved oxygen were also monitored. While a variety 
of gears were used for the qualitative studies, the quan-
titative estimates were made by employing the bucket-
scoop net method in the surf area and a specially desi-
gned quantitative seed sampler developed at the Insti-
tute in the estuaries and backwaters. Voluminous 
data were collected during the investigations and the 
results are being published in the form of a bulletin. 
The present account brings out the salient findings of 
the studies. 
1. RESULTS OF FIRST PHASE OF SURVEY 
Areas covered 
The surf sampling for the seed resources was carried 
out in Kerala from north to south at Kasaragod, Bekal 
Fort, Thaikadapuram, Ettikulam, Mattul, Azhikal, 
Azhikode (north), Cannanore, Dharmadam, Tellicherry, 
Mahe, Badagara, Iringol, Tikkodi, Quilandy, West 
Hill (Calicut), Beypore, Kadalundi, Parappanangadi, 
Tanur and Paravana in the Kasaragod-Ponnani Region; 
Ponnani, Puthuponnani, Mannalamkunnu, Chavakkadu, 
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Chetwai, Vadanappally, Nattika, Kaippamangalam, 
Vemballoor, Azhikode (South), Narakkal, Fort Cochin, 
Manassery, Chellanum, Anthakaranazhi, Arthumkal, 
AUeppey, Ambalapuzha, Thottappally, Thrukkunna-
puzha, Ayiramthengu, Chavara and Neendakra in the 
Ponnani-Neendakara Region; Sakthikulangara, Than-
gassery, Paravur, Edava, Perumathura, Veli, Panathura, 
Vizhinjam, Adimalathura, Puthiyathura to Parilhiyur 
in the south and in Tamilnadu on the southwest coast 
from Thengapattinam, Enayam, Melmidalara, Colachel, 
Kadiapattinam, Muttom, Azhikkal, Rajakkamangalam, 
Manakudi, Kanyakumari west and Kanyakumari point 
in the Neendakara-KanyakumariRegion; Chinnamuttom, 
Leepuram, Variyoor, Vattakottai, Uvari, Periathalai, 
Alanthalai, Narippur and Yerwadi in the Kanyakumari-
Keelakkarai Region and Keelakkarai, Sethukarai, Mu-
thupet, Puthumadom, Seeniappa Dharga, Vedalai, 
Mandapam (Gulf of Mannar), Thonithurai, Pamban, 
Kundugal, Naduthurai, Rameswaram Road, Hare 
Island, Manoli Island, Krusadi Island, Shingle Island, 
Chinnapalam, Rameswaram, Thangachimadam, Pam-
ban, Thonithurai, Mandapam (Palk Bay), Munaikadu, 
Pillaimadam, Dhargavalasai, Athankarai, Mudiveeran-
pattinam, Devipattinam, Karangadu, Thondi and Sun-
darapandiapattinam in the Keelakkarai-Sundarapan-
diapattinam Region. No sampling was carried out in 
the surf area in the Muthupet-Palicat Region. 
The stations in the estuarine and brackish water 
areas worked out along the coast for regular studies 
starting in Kerala from north to south and around 
Kanyakumari to north upto Pulicat Lake were Chand-
ragiri, Bekel, Nileswaram, Punnakadavu, Cherukunnu-
Thavam, Mattul, Valapattanam, Azhikode (north), 
Nadal, Anjangadi, Koduvallypuzha, Mahe, Iringol, 
Kottakkal, Chovai, Korapuzha, Kallai, Elamarakadavu, 
Manthalakadavu, Beypore, Kadalundi, Poorapuzha and 
Chamravattom in Kasaragod-Ponnani Region; Ponnani, 
Puthuponnani, Chetwai, Azhikode (south), Kottapuram, 
Nayarambalam, Puthuvypeen, Thoppumpady, Perum-
balam, Anthakaranazhi, Thanneermukkom, Muhamma, 
Thottappally, Ayiramthengu and Ashtamudi in the 
Ponnani-Neendakara Region; Paravur, Edava, Anjengo, 
Veli, Panathura, Adimalathura, Karichal, Parithiyur, 
Thengapattinam, Melmidalam, Colachel, Puthoor, 
Chinnavilai, VaUiar, Azhikkal, Rajakkamangalam and 
Manakkudi in the Neendakara-Kanyakumari Region; 
Thattarippu, Kuttapuli, Perumanal, Uppar, Hanuman 
Nadhi, Idinthakarai, Koothankuzhi, Athankarai, Mana-
pad, Thiruchendur, Kayalpattinam, Arumuganeri, 
Punnaikayal, Palayakayal, Mullakad, Muthiapuram, 
Tuticorin south, Karapad, Arasadi, Melarasadi, Kalani-
pattu, Kallar, Kallurani, Vaipar, Vembar, Mookaiyoor, 
Valinokkam, Palayar, and Mayakulam in the Kanya-
kumari-Keelakarai Region; Kanjiramgudi, Periapatnam, 
Seeniappa Dharga, Pamban, Chinnapalam, Kadarsa-
pad, Rameswaram Road, Pillaimadam, Athankarai, 
Kottakkarai, Vattanam, Pasipattinam and Sundarapan-
diapattinam in the Keelakkarai-Sandarapandiapattinam 
Region and Muthupet, Vedaranyam, Uppanar, Adappar, 
Harichandranadhi, Vellaiyar, Kaduvaiyar, Vettar, 
Thirumalayar, Arasalai, Virasolanar, Cauvery, Coleroon 
Killai, Vellar, Pennaiar, Varanganadhi, Kadapakkam, 
Palar, Kovalam, Adayar, Ennur and PuUcat in the 
Muthupet-Pulicat Region. 
Hydrological features 
A summary of the results obtained on the environ-
mental features for the respective zones (zones 1-18) 
is given in Table 1. Temperature, salinity and dissol-
ved oxygen were found to vary considerably especially 
in the estuarine and backwater areas and were influ-
enced by several factors such as seasons, tide, rainfall, 
freshwater discharge, pollution and nearness to bar 
mouth. 
The temperature varied over a wide range in the 
surf area along both west and east coasts and the varia-
tion was between 21 and 36°C. The maximum tem-
perature was observed in Tuticorin and the minimum 
at Keelakkarai in Tamil Nadu. In the estuarine areas 
eventhough the minimum remained the same in the 
surf area the range was still higher and the maximum 
registered was 40°C in some of the salt-pans in Tuti-
corin area. Along the Kerala coast, however, the maxi-
mum temperature noted in estuaries was 37°C. The 
relation between temperature and salinity was more 
pronounced in the interior waters than the surf region. 
In the surf area along the Kerala coast the salinity 
ranged between 11 and 37 %„ while in Tamilnadu the 
range was between 9 and 41 % .^ In many estuaries and 
backwaters, salinity came down to near fresh water 
condition especially during southwest monsoon in 
Kerala. However, in summer the values almost equalled 
with the marine conditions. In the estuaries and back-
waters of Tamilnadu eventhough low values in saUnity 
were observed during the rainy season, very high sali-
nities, often reaching upto 144 %„ were also recorded 
in and near the salt-pan areas. 
The observed values of dissolved oxygen in the 
surf and estuaries showed great variations in both the 
states. Low values of oxygen were generally noticed 
in the brackish water areas especially where environ-
mental pollution occurred. Surprisingly enough low 
Table 1. Hydrological conditions observed in the various zones of observations 
Zone Zones 
No. 
1. Kasaragod-Azhikkal 
2. Azhikkal-Badagara 
3. Badagara-Beypore 
4. Beypore-Ponnani 
5. Ponnani-Nattika 
6. Kaippamangalam-
Manassery 
7. Chellanum-Ambalapuzha 
8. Thrikunnapuzha-Neendakara 
9. Sakthikulangara-Vi/hinjam 
10. Adimalathura-Kanyakumari 
11. Kanyakuraari-Periathalai 
12. Manapad-Kalanipattu creek 
13. Kallar-Mayakulam 
14. Keelakaiai-Rameswaram 
15. Rameswaiam-Sundara-
pandiapattinam 
16-18 Muthupet-Pulicat 
Temp. C O 
Min. 
24 
26 
26 
27 
24 
25 
22 
23 
24 
23 
27 
28 
25 
21 
— 
Max. 
34 
35 
35 
33 
35 
35 
34 
35 
31 
31 
34 
35 
36 
35 
35 
SURF 
Sal.(%„) 
Min. 
25 
11 
24 
30 
13 
13 
18 
19 
27 
17 
27 
19 
9 
29 
20 
Max. 
36 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
36 
37 
33 
34 
41 
37 
44 
38 
No sampling 
0 , ( m 
Min. 
1.6 
2.6 
2.7 
2.4 
2.4 
2.4 
2.5 
3.0 
5.6 
5.6 
4.0 
4.0 
3.0 
— 
— 
il/l) 
Max. 
6.1 
5.7 
5.7 
6.3 
6.3 
6.3 
5.9 
5.5 
5.8 
5.8 
7.8 
8.0 
7.0 
8.3 
7.6 
Temp. (°C) 
Min. 
26 
27 
27 
23 
23 
26 
26 
— 
27 
23 
22 
22 
24 
21 
24 
26 
Max. 
36 
36 
34 
35 
35 
33 
34 
33 
37 
35 
36 
40 
40 
35 
— 
34 
ESTUARY 
Sal. 
Min. 
1 
1 
1 
— 
0 
3 
2 
11 
0.3 
0.1 
1 
4 
14 
2 
6 
1 
( / o o ) 
Max. 
35 
35 
36 
— 
36 
35 
36 
35 
21 
36 
144 
89 
117 
74 
83 
35 
o, 
Min. 
2.7 
— 
0.5 
2.1 
2.5 
2.4 
3.2 
2.1 
5.1 
5.1 
2.5 
2.0 
1.0 
1.4 
3.1 
2.0 
(ml/1) 
Max. 
6.8 
6.2 
6.2 
5.6 
5.6 
4.6 
5.5 
6.4 
6.4 
7.8 
8.0 
8.0 
— 
— 
6.2 
oxygen value to the level of 1.6 ml/1 was obtained for 
the surf waters in the Kasaragod-Azhikode zone. In 
the surf area along the Kerala coast the oxygen values 
ranged between 1.6 and 6.3 ml/1 while the range in the 
surf waters in Tamil Nadu was between 3.0 and 8.3 mi/1. 
In certain zones the dissolved oxygen level in the 
estuarine areas was considerably low. Thus in the 
Badagara-Beypore zone in Kerala, value as low as 0.5 
ml/1 was obtained while the maximum recorded was 
8.0 ml/1. 
Occurrence and abundance of seed 
Region: Kasaragod-Ponnani 
The commercially important seed occurring in the 
region Kasaragod to Ponnani belonged to Penaeus indi-
cus, Metapenaeus dobsoni, Mugil sp. and Sillago sp. 
P. indicus occurred during almost all the months. 
However, the availability differed from place to place. 
The seed were not available from Kasaragod to Azhikode 
during January and February. But during March 
they were available in large numbers especially in places 
like Chandragiri estuary, Nileswar estuary and Cheru-
kunnu Thavam. During April also the seed were 
observed at most of the stations of this zone. In Octo-
ber and November the availability of the Penaeus seed 
increased. Maximum number of seed was collected in 
salinity range 30-34 %„, dissolved oxygen 5 ml/1 and 
temperature range 29-30°C. 
In the second zone from Azhikode to Badagara 
the P. indicus seed were available during February-
April and also in July-August period. It was abundant 
in December also. At Tellicherry, Mahe and Badagara 
in the surf and in the nearby estuaries the seed were 
collected in fairly good quantities (40-600/100 m' of 
water). 
In the Badagara-Beypore zone (zone 3) good colle-
ctions of P. indicus larvae were made during January, 
March and April. Quilandy, Elathur, Korapuzha, 
West Hill and Beypore were the centres where good 
collections were obtained. 
The seed of P. indicus were observed in considerable 
number at Parappanangadi in the Beypore-Ponnani 
zone (zone-4) (1,733/100 m» of water). 
The length of the P. indicus seed ranged from 7 
to 15 mm with mean size at 10 mm. About 45 % of them 
occurred in salinity range of 30-34 %o (the observed 
salinity values ranged between 10 and 39 %o). Simi-
larly 64% of the seeds occurred in dissolved oxygen 
content around 5 ml/1. Though the seed were found 
to occur in temperature range of 27-33°C, 60% of them 
occurred in the range between 29 and 31°C. 
Metapenaeus dobsoni seed occurred during 
February, March and October, with the maxi-
mum concentration in the latter month. Chandragiri 
(44/100 mJ), Nileswar (22/100 m>), Mattul and Mahe (96/ 
100 m') were some of the places from where it was 
collected. The size of the seed ranged between 6 and 
20 mm with the mean size at 9 mm. 
Though it was recorded in the salinity range of 
1-37 %;,, 25% of it occurred considerably between 26 
and 30%o. 35% of the seed occurred in 5 ml/1 of 
dissolved oxygen and 50% was found in temperature 
ranging from 35 to 35.9°C. 
Mugil spp. was the common fish seed collected 
throughout the year from both surf and estuarine areas. 
During March, July and October they were found at 
Mattul, Mahe, Elathur and Beypore. They occurred 
in salinities ranging from 0-39%,,. When their occur-
rence in different dissolved oxygen levels was analysed 
it was observed that 55% occurred in 4-4.9 ml/1 of 
oxygen. They were found to occur in the temperature 
between 27 and 33°C. 
Good number of Sillago seed was also collected 
from both surf and estuarine areas. It was recorded 
during January, March, July and October in places like 
Nileswar, Mahe, Dharmadam, Tanur, Korapuzha, 
Beypore and Kadalundi. 70% of them was found to 
occur in salinities 30-34%. 80% of the seed of 5'///ago 
was found to prefer temperature ranging from 27.0 to 
27.9°C. 
The seed oTPernaindica were available at Tellicherry, 
Dharmadam, Quilandy and Tikkodi. The season of 
its abundance was from September to December. 
Region: Fonnani-Neendakara 
In this region, among the cultivable species, prawn 
seed were the most abundant group consisting of 
P. indicus, M. dobsoni and M. monoceros. Generally 
speaking, the central part of this region (between Vada-
nappally and Kayamkulam) was more productive for 
prawn seed resource. 
Penaeus indicus 
From the data obtained for three years (l976-'78) 
it was found that the period of maximum abundance 
of seed of P. indicus in the Ponnani-Neendakara region 
was from February to August and the highest monthly 
average number obtained was 7,880 per 100 m * of water 
in May. 
A centre-wise analysis for the abundance of seed 
showed that Ashtamudi Lake, with an average annual 
seed density of 7,200 per 100 m^ of water, ranked first 
followed by Bharathapuzha estuary (5,618 seed), Thotta-
ppally estuary (4,357 seed) and Anthakaranazhi (3,100 
seed). In the surf area generally the abundance was 
moderate or even less and the maximum number 
obtained was 1,796 per 100 m^ of water at Antha-
karanazhi. 
Month-wise analysis of data for the different cen-
tres revealed that P. indicus seed were maximum at the 
Thottappally and Neendakara zone in August and the 
rate of occurrence was 30,500 and 16,100 per 100 m^ of 
water respectively. At Puthuvypeen (near Cochin) 
they were abundant in February with seed density of 
15,000 per 100 m^. A high catch rate of 58,700 per 
100 m 3 was obtained from the Ponnani river mouth 
area in May, and the seed were generally abundant 
there throughout the year. 
Metapenaeus dobsoni 
In this region the estimated number for the average 
annual abundance of seed of this species both in surf 
and estuary during the period of investigation was 
2,378 per 100 m^ of water. The period from May to 
August represented their maximum abundance with 
the peak in July (11,731 seed per 100 m*). In the surf 
area the maximum abundance was noticed at Vadana-
ppally (31,600 per 100 m^ of water) followed by Narak-
kal (8,013), Neendakara (7,517) and Nattika (6,564). 
As far as the monthly abundance at various stations 
was concerned, July was found to be the best month 
for the seed of M. dobsoni and the occurrence was of 
the order of 1,55,400 per 100 m^ of water in the surf 
area at Vadanappally. During May, Mannalamkunnu 
with 33,600 seed recorded the maximum catch followed 
by Azhikode (surf) (11,800). In August, the barmouth 
at Azhikode was especially productive with seed den-
sity of 65,900 per 100 m* of water. 
Metapenaeus monoceros 
The seed of M. monoceros though present in lesser 
number, were widely distributed in the Ponnani-Neenda-
kara region. The mean annual number was estimated 
at 85 per 100 m^ of water. The period from May to 
July appeared to be the best season for the seed of this 
species. In May an average number of 490 seed occur-
red per 100 m-' of water. 
In this region Mannalamkannu registered the maxi-
mum annual average density of 1,063 seed of M. mono-
ceros. At the other centres it was very less. Monthly 
analysis in the different surf and estuarine stations 
showed that the maximum occurrence was in the surf 
at Mannalamkunnu in May where 8,400 seed were 
obtained per 100 m^ of water. Other stations yielded 
the seed at a rate of 2,800 (Azhikode bar mouth), 2,100 
(Chavakkad surf), 1,800 (Chetwai surf) and 1,300 (An-
thakaranazhi surf) in the order of abundance. 
Fish seed 
Among cultivable species, seeds of mullets and 
Chanos were frequently caught in the Ponnani-Neenda-
kara region. Mullet seed were abundant during the 
February-April period. An annual average number 
of 589 mullet seed was obtained in this region. A 
station-wise consideration of the annual abundance 
showed that the maximum number of 920 seed was 
available at Ayiramthengu estuary. Next in abundance 
was Puthuvypeen where the occurrence was 800 seed 
per 100 m 2 of water. 
Monthly occurrence of mullet seed at the different 
stations indicated that the Kayamkulam estuary had 
the highest seed potential of 9,200 per 100 m^ in Febru-
ary while at Puthuponnani river mouth area 2,400 seed 
per 100 m 8 were collected in April. Chetwai-mouth 
was another productive area where 1,400 seed per 
100 m 3 were collected in July. 
Seed of Chanos were least represented in the region. 
The annual average abundance was of the magnitude 
of 17 seed per 100 m^ and no remarkable seasonal varia-
tion was noticed in their case. However, the period 
from February-May appeared to be favourable and its 
maximum occurrence was in May (56). Among the 
stations Azhikode estuary was the richest with 1,000 
seed per 100 m^ in April. From the Cochin bar mouth 
area Chanos seed at the rate of 600 were caught in May. 
Other places where appreciable number of seed of this 
species collected per 100 m^ were Chellanum and Alle-
ppey (500 each in February) and Puthuponnani (400 
in May). 
Molluscan seed 
Mussel seed of the genus Perna indica and P. viridis 
were found growing luxuriently wherever suitable subs-
trata like the granite stones of the sea wall were available. 
Spat settlement was observed in July. It was observed 
that after reaching 30-35 mm length the mussels in these 
beds experienced stunted growth due to over population. 
South of Tharayilkadavu, green and brown mussels 
were found while in the northern areas, only green 
mussels were noticed. 
River mouths, estuaries and bar mouths in this 
region were characterised by the presence of clam beds. 
Rich clam beds were located at Ponnani, Puthuponnani, 
Chetwai, Azhikode, Cochin, Ayiramthengu and Neenda-
kara. Villorita sp. was the common clam found in the 
southern parts while Meretrix sp. dominated in the 
northern parts. 
During September-November huge quantities of 
shells of Barena sp. were found to be collected by the 
fishermen from the surf area. The edible oysters belong-
ing to the genus Crassostrea werefoimd to occur in lesser 
densities at the mouth of rivers and estuaries and also 
some distance inside. 
Region: Neendakara - Kanyakumari 
The important species of cultivable organisms avai-
lable in this region were P. indicus, M. dobsoni, Etroplus 
suratensis, Sillago sp., Chanos chanos, Perna indica, Pin-
ctada fucata and Crassostrea sp. 
The post larvae and juveniles of P. indicus occurred 
at Sakthikulangara, Paravur, Perumathura, Veli, Then-
gapattinam, Kadiapattinam, Azhikkal, Rajakkaman-
galam and Manakkudi. The length ranged between 
13 and 80 mm. The maximum number of seed were 
collected during April-June period followed by the 
January-March and October-December periods. 
The seed of M. dobsoni were abundant than 
P. indicus. The main centres of occurrence were Sakthi-
kulangara, Paravur, Edava, Veli, Adimalathura, 
Puthiathura, Theugapattinam, Melmidalam, Chinnavelil, 
Kadiapattinam, Azhikkal, Rajakkamangalam and 
Manakkudi. The length ranged from 8 to 70 mm. 
Sixty per cent of the seed was obtained in the April-
June period followed by 30% in the October-December 
period. 
Mullets were the most important fish seed in the 
region. The main centres of abundance were Paravur, 
Perumathura, Panathura, Adimalathura, Puthiathura, 
Parithyur, Thengapattinam, Colachel, Kadiapattinam, 
Rajakkamangalam and Manakudi. Fry and fingerlings 
were found in all the months. However, 70 % of occur-
rence was in the October-December period followed 
by the April-Jxme and January-March periods. Fry 
were also found in the rocky surf areas of Kanyakumari 
and Adimalathura. 
The main centres for the seed of pearl spot were 
Sakthikulangara, Rajakkamangalam and Manakkudi. 
The best period for their abundance was April-June 
which accounted for 80% of the catch. 
Fry and fingerlings oiSillago sp. were obtained from 
Perumathura, Puthiathura, Parithiyur, Thengapattinam 
and Kadiapattinam. They were more abundant in the 
southern part of the region. 70% of the seed was 
collected during the October-December period. 
Seed of Chanos chanos were obtained from Adi-
malathura and Thengapattinam only. Few numbers 
were available in March, May and July. 
Among bivalve molluscs, the green mussel was 
found at Sakthikulangara and Edava. Brown mussels 
occurred at Kovalam, Vizhinjam, Adimalathura, Cola-
chel, Muttom and Kadiapattinam. Rock oysters of 
Crassostrea sp. were found in the rocky surf regions of 
Vizhinjam, Colachel, Kadiapattinam, Muttom and 
Kanyakumari. The pearl oyster occurred on sub-
merged rocks of Vizhinjam, Colachel, Kadiapattinam 
and Muttom. Clams of the genus Villorita were found 
at Sakthikulangara, Paravur, Veli and Thengapattinam. 
Region: Kanyakumari - Keelakkarai 
Except in Kanyakumari district seed of P. indicus 
were found to occur in all other centres from Kuthan-
kuzhi to Mayakulam in the post rainy months. The 
range in size was between 7 and 89 mm. Seed of 
P. semisulcatus were available in good quantities at Tuti-
corin only. Seed of M. dobsoni were obtained in all 
estuaries and backwaters in this region and they mea-
sured between 9 and 72 mm. 
Among fish seed, mullet was available invariably 
in all the centres in all months in this region although 
in few numbers. The size ranged from 8 to 80 mm. An 
inverse relationship in abundance was found with the 
fry of Chanos. Seed of milkfish were available during 
April-May in Punnaikayal, Tiruchendur, Vattakottai 
and Valinokkam. The usual size available was between 
15 and 85 mm. Seed of Etroplus suratensis were found 
in negligible number in Kallar, Kayalpattinam, Palaya-
kayal and Punnaikayal. The length ranged between 
24 and 63 mm. Elvers of Anguilla bicolor were found 
in Thattarippu and Vaipar estuaries soon after rains. 
The length of elvers ranged between 48 and 169 mm. 
Seed of Sillago sihama were available in less number 
during rainy season at Vembar, Vaipar, Kallar and 
Punnaikayal. Their length varied from 9 to 82 mm. 
The seed of edible oysters were found in good 
numbers throughout the year, only in Tuticorin and 
Punnaikayal estuarine system. Seed of brown mussel 
were available in plenty in Chinnamuttom area and the 
sizes ranged between 25 and 50 mm. Species of Mere-
trix were found in tht exposed mud flats of Punnaikayal 
central region in smaller number. Plenty of Donax sp. 
were noticed along the coast between Tuticorin and 
Veppalodai. 
Region: Keelakkarai to Sundarapandlapattinam 
Prawn seed 
Seed of P. indicus were widely distributed along the 
surf area, Athankarai estuary, backwaters and tidal 
pools of Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay. They were 
especially abundant at Kanjirangudi (October-Decem-
ber), Muthupet (July-September) and Thonithurai 
(April-June). In this region seed of P. indicus ranged 
in size between 12 and 60 mm. Seed of P. monodon 
were present in the coastal waters of Hare Island, Kru-
sadi Island during October-December. In Pillaima-
dam and Athankarai they occurred in December and 
April-June respectively. At other centres also they 
were collected in smaller numbers. Seed of P. semisul-
catus were almost equally present as P. monodon in 
Pasipattinam, Kottakkarai and Sundarapandlapattinam. 
Their size ranged from 16-59 mm. Metapenaeus bur-
kenroadii was another species whose seed were found 
widely distributed along the coasts of Gulf of Mannar 
and Palk Bay. Their size ranged from 15-58 mm. 
Fish seed 
Fry and fingerlings of Chanos chanos were collected 
in good number in April-June period from Kanjiramgudi, 
Collection of fish and prawn seed from the surf beaten 
area in the sea using bucket-scoop net method. The collected seed are being cleaned of sand and weed after transferring into a bucket. 
The cleaned seed are once again filtered through the 
scoop net and seed are transferred from the net. Seed collection from estuarine area using velon screen. 
Sampling for juvenile prawn and fish using small meshed 
cast net. Different stages of lobster Panulims homarus collected from among the crevices of sea wall at Fort Cochin. 
Chinnapalam creek, Pillaimadam and Sundara-
pandiapattinam. Their total length ranged from 14-
90 mm. The seed of Mugil spp. were present through-
out the year in all the stations of Gulf of Mannar and 
Palk. Bay. January to March formed their peak period 
of occurrence. The size ranged between 12 and 75 mm. 
Seed of Sillago sihama were well represented at Sethu-
karai, Shingle Island, Hare Island and Athankarai 
coastal waters. January to June was found to be the 
best season for their collection. Elvers of Anguilla 
bicolor were recorded in less number in Kanjiramgudi, 
Periapattinam and Seniappa Dharga. 
Region: Mnthupet-Pulicat 
The prawn seed were represented by species of 
P.indkus, P. monodon, M. dobsoni and M. monoceros in 
this region. Seed of P. indicus were collected from all 
centres. It occurred throughout the year in almost 
uniform densities. The size of the seed ranged from 
8 to 56 mm. Maximum concentiation of seed was 
seen in Vedaranyam swamp and Thirumarayanur and 
Vellar estuaries. Seed of P. monodon were common 
in this region from October-December. In May, post 
larvae of this species were found to approach the coast 
in large numbers. The seed were common in estuaries 
namely Uppanar, Adappar and Kaduvaiyar. The 
size of the se<;d langed from 30-40 mm. Seed of 
M. dobsoni were abundant during January-March in the 
following estuaries: Harichara nadi, Arasalar, Cauvery, 
Uppanar, Coleroon, Killai and Vettar. Seed of 
M. monoceros were also common in this region. They 
were found in good quantities in Adappar, Kaduvaiyar, 
Varanga nadi and Palar estuaries. 
Among iishes, seed of Mugil spp. were the com-
monest and were found in Muthupet swamp, Vettar 
and Adayar estuaries and Pulicat Lake. Their size was 
found to range between 16 and 60 mm. Seed of Cha-
nos chanos were found in large numbers in Uppanar 
estuary, Kadapakkam and Kovalam backwaters, Adayar 
and Korattalaiyar estuaries and Pulicat Lake. They 
were comparatively more during April-June and their 
size ranged from 50 to 70 mm. From January to 
March the seed of Sillago sihama of size range 20-34 mm 
were abundant in Harichandra nadi, Vellaiyar and 
Pennaiyar. 
Areas suitable for farming 
During the surveys, special attention was given to 
locate suitable areas for farming. The following is a 
list of such areas along with the extent in hectares given 
in brackets. 
Region I: Kavi in Kavipuzha estuary (200 ha), 
Ezham near Payyangadi estuary (100 ha), Cherukunnu 
Thavam near Payyangadi river (200 ha), Mappila Bay 
(500 ha), Dharmadam near Dharmadam estuary (upto 10 
km from bar mouth), Koduvally (150 ha), Thiruvano-
rekadavu near Korapuzha estuary (25 ha) and Perum-
thuruthi (15 ha) near Korapuzha estuary. 
Region II: Chetwai (150 ha), Azhikode (375 ha), 
Vypeen, Ktimbalangi, Aroor, Perumbalam area upto 
Vaikom and further south in the Vembanad Lake (210 
ha), Anthakaranazhi (10 ha), Kayamkulam Lake (80 
ha) and Ashtamudi Lake (830 ha). 
Region III: Paravoor (1 ha), Edava (2 ha), 
Perumathura (4 ha), Adimalathura, Puthiathura and 
Parithiyur (extensive areas), Thengapattinam (1 ha), 
Pudur (about 1 km canal area of 5-10 m width), Kadia-
pattinam (1 ha), Azhikkal (4 ha), Rajakkamangalam 
(1 ha), and Manakkudi (2 ha). 
Region IV: Thiruchendur (8 ha), Arumuganeri 
(extensive areas), Punnaikayal (40 ha), Palayakayal 
(4 ha), MuUakkad (30 ha) and Kallar (8 ha). 
Region V: Pamban-Chinnapalam creek (3.3 ha) 
and Pillaimadam (250 ha). 
Region VI: Point Calimere (extensive areas), 
Vedaranyam canal (areas between Thopputhurai and 
Naluvedapatty), Killai backwaters, Varanganadi estuary 
Marakkanam backwaters, Kovalam backwaters, Ennore 
backwaters and Pulicat Lake (extensive areas). 
Source of pollution 
Information were gathered during the surveys on 
the source of pollution in each of the estuaries and 
backwaters that paused threat to the seed or farming 
activities. The following is a summary of the study. 
Region 1: Valapattanam (T.S., Ind. p), Azhikode 
north (T.S.), Dharmadam (T.S., H.R.), Moorat, Chovai, 
Korapuzha (H.R.), Kallai, Beypore (T.S.), Chaliyar 
(Ind. p), Kadalundi, Parappanangadi, Mangalam, 
Chamravattom (H.R.) 
Region 2: Ponnani, Puthuponnani, Chetwai, 
Azhikode (H.R.), Vembanad Lake (Ind. p, H.R., pest), 
Kayamkulam (H.R.), Ashtamudi (Ind.p, H.R.). 
Region 3: Edava, Perumathura, Panathura, Adi-
malathura, Parithiyur, Thengapattinam, Enayam, 
Pudur and Manakkudi (H.R.) 
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Region 4: Arumuganeri (Ind.p), Tiruchendur and 
Vattakottai (H.R.) 
Region 5: No major source of pollution. 
Region 6: Ennore (Ind.p), Adayar (S,P.), Veda-
ranyam swamp (Ind.p). 
H.R.=Husk retting, Ind. p = Industrial pollution, 
S.P. = Sewage pollution, T.S. = Timber seasoning, 
Pest = Pesticide. 
2. RESULTS OF SECOND PHASE OF SURVEY 
During the second phase of the seed resources 
survey carried out during 1979-'80, emphasis was 
towards sampling in the estuaries and backwaters. Sam-
pling for seed especially of prawns was more effective 
on account of the use of the Quantitative Seed Sampler 
designed by Mathew et al. (Proc. Symp. Coastal Aqua-
culture, Part 1: 302-307, 1982, MBAI, Cochin). The 
results of the survey, again on a region-wise basis are 
summarised below. 
rich in the northern estuaries. Maximum abundance 
was observed in July and August. 
Seed of pearl spot (E. suratensis) were the most 
common among fish seed. They were abundant in the 
northern parts. Though present in almost all months, 
maximum was in December. Seed of mullets were 
commonly found in the southern part of the region. 
The zone between Beypore and Poorapuzha was espe-
cially rich in Mugil seed which occurred at the rate of 
400 per 100 m' of water area. April and August 
seemed to be the months of maximum occurrence. 
Region: Ponnaiu-Neendakara 
In this region eight estuaries were visited regularly 
of which Ponnani, Puthuponnani, Azhikode, Puthu-
vypeen, Kayamkulam and Ashtamudi had one station 
each while Chetwai estuary and Vembanad Lake had 
three stations each. 
Seed abundance 
Region: Kasaragod to Ponnani 
The estuaries and other brackishwater areas coveted 
in this legion during the second phase of the survey 
were Chandragiri, Neeleswar, Bekal, Kawai, Chittari, 
Kuppam, Cherukunnu, Nadal, Mattul, Pazhayangadi, 
Valapattanam, Dharmadam, Koduvally, Mahe, Kana-
yamcode, Korapuzha, Beypore, Kadalundi and Poora-
puzha. Of these Chandragiri had three sampling 
stations while others had one each. 
Seed abundance 
Seed of commercially important species of prawns 
namely Penaeus indicus, Metapenaeus dobsoni and M. 
monoceros and fish namely Etroplus suratensis occurred 
in this region. Seed of P. indicus occurred at the rate 
of 700 per 100 m' in Chandragiri estuary. 66 % 
of total seed of this species was obtained from 
the estuaries between Chandragiri and Cherukunnu. 
Beypore and Poorapuzha estuaries were not found rich 
in seed of this species. Two peaks in abundance were 
observed; one during April and the other during Novem-
ber-January. 
M. dobsoni also followed the same pattern 
of abundance as P. indicus. The estuaiies between 
Kasaragod and Valapattanam accounted for 68% of 
seed of this species. The peak periods of abundance 
were April and June. Seed of M. monoceros also were 
The annual mean abxmdance of seed of P. indicus 
which was the most abundant in this area has been esti-
mated to be 1,000 per 100 m'. Maximum quantity 
was obtained from Chetwai estuary where the annual 
mean abundance was 3,025 per 100 m'. The least 
abundance of 33 per 100 m' was observed at Thanneer-
mukkom in Vembanad Lake. When considered on a 
monthly basis it was found that the maximum abundance 
was during February-March period (2,758 per 100 m'). 
A secondary peak was observed during October-Decem-
ber period. A month-wise and centre-wise estimate 
showed that Chetwai was the most productive estuary 
where in March the seed of P. indicus occurred at the 
rate of 21,700 per 100 m». 
The seed of P. indicus was more in temperature 
range between 32 and 34°C and least between 28 and 
30°C. With regard to salinity this species was found 
to prefer a range between 20 and 25%„. With regard 
to dissolved oxygen the most favourable range was 
between 3 and 5. 
The annual mean abundance of seed of M. dobsoni 
in the region has been estimated to be 780 per 100 m*. 
In the different estuaries the abundance was between 
313 in Ashtamudi Lake and 1,650 in Puthuponnani 
estuary. The seed were especially abundant during 
February and December and the rate of occurrence 
in these months was 1,358 and 1,491 respectively per 
100 m*. Among the estuaries, Chetwai with 5,400 
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seed per 100 m* accounted for the maximum quantity 
which was in February. 
The annual mean abundance of M. monoceros has 
been estimated to be 70 per 100 m*. The seed of this 
species enjoyed a wide distribution in this region though 
in few numbers. Among estuaries the maximum num-
ber of seed taken was at Kundukadavu in Chetwai 
estuary (338/100 m'). July was the month of maxi-
mum abundance. The maximum number of seed 
collected during a single observation was 500 per 100m' 
at Puthuvypeen in February. 
Though in extremely low numbers, the seed of 
M.affinis were also represented in this region. The 
annual abundance was only 9 per 100 m'. The 
maximum abundance was in November at Puthu-
ponnani. 
Among fishes the setd of mullet were the most 
abundant. The average annual abundance for the 
region was 646 per 100 m'. Estuaries of the northern 
parts of the. region had the maximum mullet seed. The 
maximum of 2,588 per 100 m' were present at Chetwai. 
The seed of Chanos were collected at an annual average 
rate of 6 per 100 m'. An unusual catch of 5,400 per 
100 m' was made at Pulikkalkadavu in the Chetwai 
estuary. 
The seed of Etroplus sp. were present south of 
Puthuvypeen. They were common during February 
to September period. At Kumbalangi in Cochin back-
waters they were present at the rate of 100 per 100 m* 
in March, July and September. Further interior in the 
estuary at Thanneermukkom they occurred at the rate 
of 900 per 100 mMn February. 
Region: Kanyakumari-Keelakarai 
In this region the centres visited regularly were 
Thattarippu, Vattakottai, Manapad, Thiruchendur, 
Punnaikayal, Palayakayal, PuUuvali, Kallar and Vali-
nokkam. 
Seed abundance 
The annual average occiurence of seed of P. indi-
cus was 59 per 100 m*. Among estuaries Palayakayal 
with 149 per 100m' accounted for the maximum quan-
tity. It was followed by PuUuvali (121) and Punnaikayal 
(84). October to January was the best period for this 
species. A secondary peak was observed in March. 
In January, 424 seed were recorded in Palayakayal. 
The annual average number of seed of M. dobsoni 
was 13 per 100 m'. Manapad accounted for the maxi-
mum seed of 400 per 100 m* in January. At the other 
centres seed of M. dobsoni were least represented. 
Seed of mullets were available in all the months 
in all the estuaries surveyed in this region except at 
Valinokkam. The average annual abundance was 89 
per 100 m'. November to April appeared to be the 
most productive period. The area from Manapad to 
Kallar was particularly rich in these seed. 
The period from March to August proved to be 
the best for the seed of Chanos with maximum abun-
dance in April and May. The average annual occurrence 
was 12 per 100 m' in this region. Except the creek at 
Vattakottai the seed were available in all the centres 
with relatively good density at Thiruchendiu* and Punnai-
kayal. 
Region: Keelakarai-Sundarapandiapattinam 
The estuaries, backwaters and tidal pools covered 
in this region were Kanchirangudi, Pamban tidal pools, 
Pamban-Chinnapalem creek, Pillaimadam and Athan-
karai. Collections were also made from coastal waters 
at Sethukarai, Thonithurai, Pillaimadam, Athankarai 
and Devipatnam. 
Seed abundance 
Important seed encountered were of the species 
P. indicus, P. semisulcatus and M. burkenroadii. Among 
fish, seed of Chanos, Mugil and Sillago were abundant 
in this region. 
The Pamban tidal pools had the highest concen-
tration of seed of P. indicus (2,30,900 per 100 m'), followed 
by Pamban-Ohinnapalam creek with 12,700. April-
May was the period of maximum abundance. P. semi-
sulcatus occurred at a maximum annual average rate 
of 300 per 100 m' in Athankarai estuary in April. The 
maximum number of M. burkenroadii collected was 
8,400 per 100 m' from Pillaimadam lagoon in January. 
Seed of mullet occurred at a rate of 15,500 per 
100 m* at Chinnapalam creek. In Pamban tidal pool 
they were present at a rate of 11,500 in June. Fry of 
Chanos were highly abundant and at Pamban tidal 
pools they occurred at a rate of 7,74,200 per 100 m» in 
May. Seed of Sillago were present in good numbers 
in Pillaimadam estuary during March-May and in 
March the occurrence was at a rate of 17,500 per 100 m'. 
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The QSS (Quantitative Seed Sampler) used for sampling 
in the estuarine areas is being assembled on the shore. 
After placing the QSS at the sampling site repeated sam-
pling for fish and prawn seed is being done using a special 
scoop net. 
The assembled QSS being taken to the sampling site. 
3. RESULTS OF DIURNAL OBSERVATIONS IN 
RELATION TO LUNAR PHASES AT SELE-
CTED CENTRES IN KERALA AND TAMIL 
NADU 
Influence of moon on the reproductive cycle of 
animals is well known. Breeding and larval migration 
in marine penaeid prawns aie also considered to be 
greatly controlled by the moon. The traditional prawn 
farmers in Kerala regulate the opening and closing of 
farms sluices only in accordance with the different 
phases of the moon. In order to understand the influence 
if any, of moon on the diurnal abundance and on the 
migration of prawn seed into the estuaries and back-
waters, a series of field expeiiments were carried out 
which went on for one year at three centres lu Kerala 
and two centres in Tamil Nadu simultaneously at a 
quarterly interval. In each quarter three consecutive 
observations were made beginning with a full/new moon, 
through mid lunar phase and ending with a new/full 
moon. The schedule of sampling is given in Table 2. 
The scooped seed are being collected for preservation. 
Each observation in a quarter was for a duration 
of 24 hours: during which hourly sampling was made 
from 1,600 to 1,600 hrs for seed and environmental fea-
tures. Seed samples were collected by filtering 1 m' 
of water. Numerical estimates for the seed were 
made per 100 m* of water. The study besides giving 
information on the influence of moon on the occurrence 
and abundance of seed of cultivable prawns and fishes, 
also enabled to understand their abundance during 
day and night, different seasons, in relation to tide and 
the influence of environmental parameters on seed. 
The following is a discussion of the results obtained at 
the various centres. The quantitative estimates for seed 
of prawns and fish were made numerically as number 
per m' at all the centres. 
Korapuzha (Calicut) 
1. Seasonal abundance 
The important seed occurred were those of P. indi-
cus. M. dobsoni and Mugil sp. Seed of P. indicus 
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occurred at the rate of 1,200 per 100 m' during the first 
quarter and 300 during the 2nd quarter. Maximum 
abundance of 1,400 was noticed in the 3rd quarter. In 
the last quarter also they were better represented. The 
seed of M. dobsoni were poorly represented during the 
entire period of observation. Their number ranged 
between 200 and 600. The seed of mullet occurred in 
the first and second quarters. Chanos fry were collected 
at a rate of 1,000 in tne first quarter. 
100 m* were collected during high tide against 28,800 
during the low tide. 
5. Abundance in relation to salinity 
During the period of observation the salinity in the 
estuary varied between 0 and 34.9%„. In general it 
was found that the salinity was not a limiting factor in 
the occurrence and abundance of prawn seed. 
Table 2. Schedule for diurnal sampling followed at the 
various centres during different phases of the 
moon in 1978 and 1979 
Quarter 
1 
11 
ni 
IV 
Date 
17-18 Oct. 
31 Oct. to 
INov. 
7-8 Nov. 
29-30 Jan. 
5-6 Feb. 
12-13 Feb. 
26-27 May 
1-2 Jun. 
ll-12Jun. 
21-22 Sep. 
28-29 Sep. 
5-6 Oct. 
Duration 
(24hrs) 
1600-1600 
9» 
J J 
» J 
J > 
J> 
>» 
>> 
J> 
5> 
»> 
5 J 
Phase of moon 
Full moon 
Half moon 
New moon 
New moon 
Half moon 
Full moon 
New moon 
Half moon 
Full moon 
New moon 
Half moon 
Full moon 
2. Day/night abundance 
A night time abundance of prawn seed was obser-
ved in this estuary. The night abundance was 5,300 
while only 3,400 were collected during day. It was also 
observed that on the whole the abundance was minimum 
between 12 and 15 hrs. 
3. Abundance in relation to lunar phases 
The prawn seed were found to be more during the 
mid lunar phase. On an average while 14,500 prawn 
seed occtirred during mid lunar phase, only 112 and 4,460 
were present during the new moon and full moon res-
pectively. 
4. Variation in relation to tide 
It was observed that the seed were abundant during 
high tides. Putting all species together 73,700 seed per 
Neendakara 
1. Annual abundance 
At Neendakara the most common seed of culture 
importance were those of prawns. P. indicus ranked 
first whose annual abundance was estimated to be 226 
per 100 m' followed by M. dobsoni (210), M. monoceros, 
and M. affinis. Among fishes the seed of mullets domi-
nated with 22 larvae per 100 m*. The seed of Chanos 
were present in very few numbers. 
2. Seasonal abundance 
The second and third quarters were generally good 
for seed of cultivable species. The maximum number 
of seed of P. indicus was obtained in the 2nd quarter 
when the estimated value was 644. The seed of 
M. dobsoni were also abimdant in the second and third 
quarter at the rate of 391 and 388 respectively. A few 
seed of M. monoceros were present in the third and 
fourth quarters while the seed of M. affinis occurred in 
the second quarter alone. 
The seed of mullet were present in all the quaiters 
in varying numbers. The maximum of 55 was obtained 
during the 2nd quarter. In the other quarters they 
ranged between 9 in the 4th quarter and 12 in the 1st 
quarter. The occurrence of seed of Chanos was highly 
seasonal. They were absent in the 4th quarter and 
occurred at the rate of 1 and 3 in the first and third quar-
ters respectively. In the second quarter seed at a rate 
of 9 were obtained. 
3. Day-night abundance in relation to phases of moon 
A striking relationship was found between diurnal 
abundance and lunar phases. Thus during the full 
moon phase seed of P. indicus and M. dobsoni were 
relatively more in day samples than in night samples. 
The day abundance for P. indicus was 677 and for 
M. dobsoni it was 167 during full moons. The night 
abundance for the respective species was 108 and 144. 
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During the dark phase of the moon (new moons and 
half moons) both the species were comparatively more 
in the night samples. In the case of M. monoceros also 
the day time abundance during full moon phases and 
night time abundance during half moon phases and 
new moon phases were quite evident. 
The seed of mullets showed night abundance 
during all the three phases of the moon. 
4. Variation in relation to lunar phases 
A direct relationship was noticed between different 
phases of the moon and the seed availability at this 
centre. As far as P. indicus was concerned the full moon 
periods yielded the maximum seed. The rate of abun-
dance was 404 during full moons, 119 during half moons 
and 156 during new moons. M. dobsoni occurred at 
the rate of 392 during half moons, 156 during full 
moons and 83 during new moons. M. mono-
ceros and M. affinis were more during full and half moon 
phases and the rate of occurrence was around 26. Seed 
of Chanos were absent in the collections during the 
new moon phases. 
5. Day-night abundance 
Out of the six species of prawns and fishes of cul-
ture importance considered, seed of species namely 
P. indicus, M. monoceros, M. affinis and mullets occurred 
in more number at night samples while the other two 
species namely M. dobsoni and Chanos occurred in 
almost equal number during day and night samples. 
When considered numerically, the seed of P. indi-
cus were present in the day samples at the rate of 291 
against 156 in the night samples. But in the case of 
M. dobsoni while 302 seed were present in the night 
samples, only 126 occurred in the day samples. Seed 
of all other species were more in the night samples. In 
the case of chanos day time abundance was noticed. 
6. Abundance in relation to tides and phases of moon 
During the full moon phases whenever the prawn 
seed occurred the rising tides brought in more number 
of seed of P. indicus, M. dobsoni and M. monoceros. 
A rhythmic up and down oscillation in the abundance 
of seed of P. indicus in accordance with the tidal ampli-
tudes was evident during the full moon. All the peaks 
were observed where the tides were at the zenith or 
started receding. During new moon, the trend in increase 
of seed was the same as during full moon. During haif 
moons lemarkable relationship with the tide was not 
noticed; instead the variations in abundance was mainly 
controlled by the day-night phases. 
7. Abundance in relation to hydrological features 
The prawn and fish seed were found to be influenced 
by temperature and salinity and the eSect was more on 
the latter. During the entire period of observation the 
dissolved oxygen was above optimum level and hence 
had little effect on the seed density. 
Seed of P. indicus weie more abundant in tempera-
ture range of 29.4 to 30.9°C. High salinity values of 
steady nature always favoured a high abundance of 
s£ed of P. indicus. Seed of M. dobsoni were more in 
temperatuie between 29.2 and 31.1°C. They were 
abundant when the salinity range was 29.32 to 34.31 % .^ 
Puthiathura (Vizhinjam) 
1. Annual abundance 
At Puthiathura the fish seed were the most abun-
dant while the prawn seed were only representative. 
Mullets formed about 96 % of the fish seed. Sillago sp. 
and Etroplus suratensis (pearl spot) together formed 4%. 
Prawn seed were represented by P. indicus, M. dobsoni 
and M. monoceros. 
Mullet seed were obtained at an average annual 
rate of 139 per 100 m*, while the seed of other two spe-
cies formed less than 2 annually. Prawn seed showed 
the following rate of occurrence: M. dobsoni 1, M. mono-
ceros 1 and P. indicus less than 1. 
2. Seasonal abundance 
October-November (first quarter) which claimed 
37.5% of total seed obtained during the year seemed 
to be the best season for cultivable species of fishes and 
prawns in this centre. Of the total quantity of the res-
pective seed, over 72 % of M. monoceros, 67 % of Sillago 
sp. and 37% each of mullets, M. dobsoni and P. indicus 
were obtained during this quarter. During the 2nd 
quarter mullets, Sillago and M. dobsoni only were pre-
sent. Seed of all species under consideration occurred 
during the 3rd quarter. Over 22 % of mullet seed came 
in the 3rd quarter. Almost 97% of the total seed of 
E. suratensis were obtained in the fourth quarter. 
3. Day-night abundance 
In general the seed were more during day time. 
59 % of the total number of seed occurred during the 
13 
day. The day time abundance was more pronounced in 
the case offish seed. Thus 72.8% seed of mullets, 99.3% of 
E. suratensis and 55 % of Sillago sp. in total were colle-
cted during the day hours. In the case of prawns, the 
occurrence was more during the night. Over 56% of 
seed of P. indicus, 61 % of M. monoceros and 55 % of 
M. dobsoni were collected during night. 
4. Abundance in relation to phases of moon 
New moon and half moon phases seemed to be 
favourable for collection of mullet seed. The number 
varied between 26 and 485 during new moon phases 
and between 50 and 389 during the half moon phases 
while during full moon the number varied from 43 to 
106. Out of the total mullet seed collected in the course 
of one year, 42.2% was obtained in the half moon 
phases followed by 41.3% during the new moon phases. 
Over 97 % of the seed of pearl spot were obtained during 
the new moon phases. 75% of seed of Sillago sp. 
occurred during the half moon phases. 
Prawn seed occurred in more numbers during the 
full moon phases. However, P. iruHcus occurred in 
equal proportion during all phases of moon. In 
abundance M. dobsoni had a tilt towards new moon. 
M. monoceros had a clear abundance during full moon. 
5. Day-night abundance during different phases of moon 
About 88% of the seed obtained during the 
full moon phases belonged to day hours. Almost 88 % 
of the mullet seed were taken during day. Other fish 
and prawn seed showed a similar trend. 
The difference in day-night abundance of mullet 
seed during new moon was not as marked as during 
the full moon phases. Almost 57% wai collected 
during day. The entire quantity of pearl spot seed 
came in day time while more seed of Sillago sp. and 
M. dobsoni were present during night. 
During half moon phase mullet seed formed 83 % 
in the day catch. While there was no seed of Etroplus 
sp. during this phase, the catch of Sillago sp. was sli-
ghtly better during day. All the seed of P. indicus, 
95 % of M. dobsoni and 82 % of M. monoceros occurred 
duiing night. 
6. Abundance in relation to tides and different phases of 
moon 
It was found that in this centre the tides had very 
little influence on the abundance of seed irrespective of 
the phases of moon. The maximum number of mullet 
seed (3,853) was obtained during a half moon phase. 
However, the rate of occurrence was almost equal during 
the high and low tides. Almost the same trend was 
noticed d m n g the high and low tides of the full and 
new moon phases. 
7. Abundance in relation to hydrological features 
Mullet seed were more in temperature between 29 
and 31°C during October-November. The maximum 
number of Etroplus seed was obtained in temperature 
30.5°C. prawn seed also occurred in fairly good 
numbers in temperature between 29.5 and 31 °C. 
Seed of mullet and Sillago sp. occurred in all sali-
nity ranges but their maximum abundance was noticed 
when the mean values ranged from 2.35 to 5.50 %„. 
The seed of Etroplus sp. seemed to prefer very low sali-
nity to the level of 0.53 %„. Among prawns both 
M. dobsoni and M. monoceros were comparatively more 
in salinities between 0.49 and 5.90%^. 
In general the dissolved O, content ranged between 
2.20 and 5.40 ml/1. The variations in Oj did not seem 
to affect the abundance of seed of either fish or prawn. 
Punnaikayal (Tuticorin) 
1. Annual abundance 
The seed of P. indicus which was most common 
had an annual average abundance of 375 per 100 m' . 
M. dobsoni occurred at an average rate of 49 seed. 
Other prawn species whose seed were encountered had 
an occurrence rate around 1 seed. Among fish seed, 
mullet had an annual abundance of 332 seed. All 
others, composed of seed of Chanos, Etroplus and 
Sillago spp. were represented by less than 3 seed. 
2. Seasonal abundance 
The seed of P. indicus had the peak abundance 
during October - December when they occurred at a 
rate of 551 seed. During January-February period 
also, it was some what abundant (390). During July-
September period the abundance was of the order of 480. 
The period of peak abundance of seed of M. dobsoni 
(102) was from January to March. A secondary peak 
with 46 seed was observed during July-September period. 
In the case of mullet the maximum abundance of 
seed (654) was noticed during the period from April to 
14 
June. From July to September the seed occurred at 
the rate of 265. 
3. Day-night abundance 
The prawn seed were more during night, the per-
centage of occurrence being 58.4 % for seed of P. indi-
cus and 86.2% for seed of M. dobsoni. Seed of mullet 
were obviously more during day and the percentage of 
occurrence was 73. Seed of Chanos and Sillago spp. 
also were more during day. However, the seed of 
Etroplus sp. were relatively more during night. 
4, Abundance in relation to phases of moon 
Seed of prawns as well as fishes were comparatively 
more during the full moon phases. 54.25% of seed 
of P. indicus was obtained during the full moon while 
only 26.71% and 19.04% were obtained during the 
half moon and new moon phases respectively. In the 
case of M. affinis and P. semisulcatus the trend was just 
the reverse. 
higher tidal amplitudes. During new moon phases 
there was no particular regularity in regard to occurrence 
of seed of this species with tidal heights. 
In the case of M. dobsoni the maximum abundance 
of seed took place coinciding with low tides on half 
moon phases. 
7. Abundance in relation to hydrology 
The seed of P. indicus showed an increasing trend 
with increasing temperature. With decreasing salinity 
from October to November a decrease in the abundance 
was noticed. With regard to seed of M. dobsoni, high 
abundance was observed between temperature of 27.5 
and 30.7"C and salinity of 20 and 47.2 %„. 
Among fish seed, mullet seed were found to be 
more in higher temperature of 31 to 32 °C. Also higher 
salinities favoured the abundance of this seed. 
In the case of mullet seed, full and half moons 
together constituted about 74%. Seed of Chanos were 
found to be more during new moon days. But in regard 
to seed of Etroplus sp. the maximum abundance was 
noticed during the half moon phases. 
5. Day-night abundance in relation to phases of moon 
A marked difference in the occurrence of seed of 
cuhivable species between day and night during different 
phases of the moon was not highly discernible at this 
centre. Seed of P. indicus were slightly more at night 
during full moon. In the case of M. dobsoni seed were 
more abundant at night during all the 3 phases of moon. 
Seed of mullet were particularly more in day during 
all 3 phases of moon. Seed of Chanos were abundant 
in day of new moon and least during day of full moon. 
Seed of Sillago presented an almost equal abundance 
during day and night of half and full moons but were 
more daring day times of new moon. Etroplus sp. had 
maximum abundance at night times of half moon follow-
ed by night times of full moon. 
6. Abundance in relation to tide and lunar phases 
High abundance of seed of P. indicus on full moon 
days appeared usually with rising or receding tides. 
This was particularly so in October, February and June 
when the tidal amplitudes were high. During half 
moon phases peak abundance occurred coinciding with 
Plllaimadam (Mandapam) 
1. Annual abundance 
At this centre among cultivable prawns, P. indicus 
with an average annual seed density of 10 per 100 m* 
of water ranked first followed by P. semisulcatus with 
4 seed. Among fishes seed of Sillago sp. and mullet 
were the most dominant with 6 seed each per 100 m*. 
Eventhough Chanos is a common seed in this area its 
abundance was not very much reflected in the annual 
average during these investigations as its abundance is 
highly seasonal. 
2. Seasonal abundance 
The maximum quantity of seed of P. indicus was 
obtained during October-November period (35) followed 
by P. semisulcatus during September-October (20). 
Seed of mullet were abundant during May-June period 
and occurred at the rate of 26. The period of abundance 
for seed of Sillago was October-November and the rate 
of occurrence was 21. 
3. Day-night abundance 
Among cultivable prawns and fishes 80.4% seed 
of P. indicus, 75.0% of Chanos and 53.0% of mullets 
occurred during the day time while 80% seed of Sillago 
sp. and 74 % of P. semisulcatus occurred in night 
samples. 
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4. Abundance in relation to different phases of moon 
Seventy seven per cent of seed of P. indicus was 
taken during new moon phase and only 1.3% was pre-
sent during the full moon phases. However, seed of 
P. semisulcatus were more abundant during the full 
moon phases (51 %) while only 6% occurred in the new 
moon samples. In the case of mullets the percentage 
of abundance was more (63 %) during mid lunar phases 
and also during full moon (27%). 
5. Day-night abundance in relation to different phases 
of moon 
In general, the day time occurrence of prawn and 
fish seed increased during new moon. However, in 
the case of P. semisulcatus the seed were abundant during 
nights of full and mid lunar phases. Mullets contri-
buted more during night in full moon period. However, 
these were more in day samples of new moon phases. 
Seed of Sillago sp. and Chanos occurred in more num-
bers during night in full moon phases while they occurred 
in abundance during new moon phases in the day sam-
ples. 
6. Abundance in relation to tides and different phases 
of moon 
It was observed that during full moon and new 
moon phases, irrespective of day or night, the rising 
tides brought in more number of seed of P. indicus and 
P. semisulcatus. No relationship was found with regard 
to day-night abundance during the new and full moon 
phases. No particular variation was noticed in those 
months when there was no tidal effect due to the clo-
sure of the bar mouth. 
With regard to day-night abundance of seed in 
relation to tides, it was found that P. indicus and mullet 
occurred in day time during high tides. However, more 
of P. semisulcatus occurred at night during the high 
tides. Seed of Sillago sp. were in abundance towards 
morning and evening during low tides. 
7. Abundance in relation to hydrological features 
At this centre seed of P. indicus were more in tem-
perature between 28 and 29.5°C and salinity between 
15 and 20%„. P. semisulcatus was dominant in tem-
perature 29°C and saUnity 30.5%^. Mullets seemed 
to prefer a temperature of 3 r C and salinity of 32-35 %„. 
Sillago sp. was dominant at mean temperature of 30°C 
and salinity 35%„. 
.'M. 
%M ^ ciiri^ Rif % ci3f f( # t , ^^ ^ m^ ^ w^ 
%^T ^ ^mf^ 3ig?WR H ^ R ^ 1976-'80 % ^ R 
aigffm5T eftsT ^I3Tt ^ M I «ll l ^^ ^?ll (1976-78) 
It sftsr gq^wf q^ ^rti^ s?rRr 1 ^ »TJn ft^i^ra^ "fif^ sr cR'ff 
^ sftsf 4^^ q^ I ^ f l ^ 55r fJT5fm fiaf ^ ?Trft?r 240 
l^5PTf ^ 5ti% "^ cTrar nqr i ^ ^5IT (1979) ^ qr^araf ^ 
^ jww 3nf^ q t T i^T aiEjpFT ^fei^ «n alk 1980 Jf qf ?w i^ 
JiiOH % ^ qft^fsRT ^ qft=5n5i5T f ^ i i CT^T ^ =ni: s ^ ^ 
6 % 10 ft. ^ . ^'r ^ qr; sTfe^JH %55f # w q ^ i ^ I ^ 
% ?ftcR ^ OTT §y ^IIT diq+JH, g^JRTT qi'ft ^ efffq I^sPT 
«i2i3Tt ^  ii*i!iw t t 1:5111 
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'SRT^pir sFT srsro ^^ sfrar ^ ^ P T ^ Tftoirir 
% Jtfe^RR q?: 3TE2HR ^5n^ T ^ I 5?r a^wpH %f5i^ g^T^ ^ 
^ 5 T c R ^ ^ m W R 21° C ^ 36° C ^ =^5r KMJ 
5R i^ SJTR^T^fw^ ^ ^ 21-% 40°C ^ sft:^  X%\ I "R 40°C 
w mvm a f e^ 'T % cmw ^ s f ^ ^ 8n I %^H it ^ 
T^ Tt g=oxrcnT rTTTJTR 37° C «n I 
^ 5 1 % -fiivr^  c i ^ ^ 5w#Rn 11 ^ 37%„ ^ sft^  «ft 
3 ^ 5 T ^ g i ^ ^ "T5r=^ 5ra! ^ smftztfn J T R ^ ^ ' i ^ it ?^ =°5 
sTcT ^ 5mt^Wi ^ f^^ an "Tf^ sfi cr«iif^  sft^ ^ ^ 5?T 
^ 5f^>m «i^ T I «ft I erfir^ RTf it vft JTI ft«Tferi%5t^ ^  
»ren %f%^  ^ % <!T=i«W5f ^r ^mtJRn 44%„ CT^  ^  | ^ 
^ ? I ^ t f t ^ 3Tf ^ 5 R '^l qisrr ^ q i^ 3T:=CR % ^ 
^. ^ m ^ ^^ % ^ ^ R ^ ^ q i i ^fer ^ ^ 
i#Tt ^ ^ e ^ 5T>-3Tcn m f«rR 5r?5i% i | 1% iSR^ ; ^ -^^^^t 
% ir^t^ it ^i?i?:'ft3 % t ^ 3 1 ^ ^ cT^  5?r% '^Isr gq^issr 
'Tf! % I m4 ^ ^?Rpr<t ^ ^'t^^sR % 3qi?;H^gfw^ it ^i ' 
m^? it ^ sqgsHT ^ I ara'sT % ^ R 5?T ^ % ?n^ % ?n^ 
^ ^ ^ 3qf^5T ^ I 3Tqt5F^^ % sr37n;i ^ ^ # ;^ it 
'Rq t^-BTif cf ^ ^35^-3^1^ % ^ R qt. 5is35B?r # ^ ^ 
anflir^ sn i sr^n^it-^qr *ri'ff ^ 5Rq<t irra ! ^ ^^^ ^ 
TfW ^ m\ aftsr jEfq^ ir |3Tr sTT I buffer qf. ? N ? ^ % #ff 
w arrare 7 fe. ^^ % 15 frr. ifk^ % ^=q ?i «n i firsft^or 
% 3T3?n^ ^ it 4 5 % , 30-34%, % '^txr ^ m^m it, 6 4 % 
sft^ 5 r^. ^V^^ ^ ^5T>T 3#ftF?T5R ^t iTI5n ^ ^ 6 0 % 
#t^ 29 ^ 31° C % # q % cnq^fR ^ f^% % I 
^ ^ ^ ^ w tfsraWt ^ 3f5Si 4^^ qi^¥(t, TT^ ^ 3i«p^ 
% iT|t^ it ferr I '^Ps^, ^^mK iriscr, iri^t snk w r t 
% ^ q ^ r ^ I ^ w anqjR 6 ^ 20 jft. »ftsK % sfK ^ 
TT I ^^ti^m % aigen: TO% 25% «ftt 26-30 %„ ^ qiqor^ Rn 
^ 3 5 % #tw 5 fiT. #/5fr. % 1^#T afffiRriR ^'t HlSfT ^ ^ 
50% 35 .9°c%cnqirR^^f^%i 
gfsi^ T ^ . q)-. qf. % sf)-^ # Tra, i ^n t ^ ai^^j^^ % 
^a^m 5t^ "RcIT 0-39 %„, f^ 5ft^  3lffq'g3R ^7 imi 4-4.9 
Pr. 5ft./5ft ^ crmR 27 % 33° C ^ 1 
% i^nfOT fsCT «fi I IT ^ 80%^ 30-34 %„ ^ smtum ^, 
80% 27.0 % 27.9° C ^ OTWR it f^% %1 
^^T ^ ^ # ^ ff^^i^l swf^, # ^ r a r ^ ^ 
?^ #5f ^ f^^ 1^ gisJT sfti' eft. ^rsm, t?r. st^gt^ 
ark v^. ^il'il^d^ % % i 
qtsfRV^^T % qi^^-apwr ^ ^ R s i^n^ irpn if 
^ 53qfq^ it "wq^ ^ a^ fsr^ cnr JTisit it ?*T% sftsi fir^ % i 
35nt it q s n s w ^ it wf it ??l " 'n^ q ^ ^ i 
sfti qTsn'ft-it^^T % »TRf ^ irt % a^nt aq; ^ * T ^ it 
sjfT^ ^ n^ 1 <^5i ri '^ff ^ swiT^'sra! it ^ ^ t 3qf^% 
cR'Tf ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ ^, %!^ 3qft«i% ari^racw ^ ^ ^ i^ft i 
HScft # ^ it gr%3 % 5fli^  ^ - ^ ^ ipan Tifi I ^ ^'>^ 
gsJTcT: a n ^ ; ? ^ , gglitR, qrwRt, 5ft5^i % a i ^ | ^ i fnfqR, 
an^ t iE?r% <ftd s^qtsTRt ^'k %qr 3n% 11 ^JRI PJT 
%5rFm, an^ inff ^ g^qtsn^ % ^ s^n^ frr5T% 11 ITCIWI 
^ ^ ^^n 5l?5TO ^ "ft. ft^fsH ^ qc«rif ^ srs^ | ^ 
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arffetwJT q^3- | t I qiT. s'm^ft % ^ 1 ^ STf^rT^^re^r, "R^, 
aiTsRi-i^ ^ 3R^S^-f^^ ? ^ jfiraw ^ *n!n i TDSTI #fff 
sfe#F^5T Jf "ft. ^firg^rarsH % ^ ^ ^ ^ m i ?n^ s^^^r-
^ % fcrfw ^ ^ qf. ^ 5 ^ q l flHtS^, "ft. ^ 1 5 1 -
fe^ftraw ^ w d ^ ' f % 5^151 ?i|5i ^ mn 1 T^ ^B^l ^^ 
if '^n "mm, gfsioi qg-. "ft., fe?^ fefwr anfie gteJi ^ i 
affs^ cTT I^Bf^ % ^RT^ Otit e^irr it Iff ^ T3TT I 
Tfi % ^ % "ft. # ? ^ , <ft. iTHf3t5T, t;[Tr. i m # f t ^ 
c[JT. i M t d ^ % sff^ ^ ^pw^ fen n^n ar fk^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i n r w 
Hs^ft «rW it ^m ^ . q'f. "ff. % «flt ?rTHn^ "ir ^ i =ErRt?r 
=^1^, F?T55n^  f^iwi % ^ ^ *ft s^r^cr % i 
^ 1: r^^ 3S|T 3fr^5r^«t (200 | . ) , q5fii»ii3t s m ^ i ^ ^ ^ 
(100 | . ) , mi^^n '3T^ (500 | . ) , # ^ 5 f r (150 %\ ^^J 
sfl^'t^g^ (25 1.) 
^ 2: % ^ (1501.), ar^BTs (375 | . ) , %^RR ?ft5r(2101.), 
^ZW^^ HT et^ T (80 | . ) , 3 1 5 ^ ^^ (830 | . ) 
^ 3: <R^ (1 | . ) , %^ (2 I.), ^ W l ^ r (4 | . ) , apfi^ 5T 
(4 I.), T ^ ^ (2 t . ) 
^ 4: i f r ? ^ (8 t . ) , ^W^ (40 t . ) , g?5l^T¥ (30 %), 
^5n^ (8 | , ) 
^5r 5: qwisT-fxTsrqraH (3.3 | . ) , fq?tir3^ (250 %) 
f%?^, ^ 5 W afk J ^ % qr^rsra I 
1979-80 % ^ R ^5rpft Tjff ^ ^ % ? 1 ^ it 
i^?l^ ^5f f ^ »i?iT I 5^ aft-^ -MH ^feq: TTig ant^ g[Ri ft+Riri 
^5T ^f5Rn: mPrKT ^ ^fe % i r i c ^ ^ a w %f^^m 
^ ^ i W ^srativr ^ trir. ifrsfted^ % sftsr JIIT ^ »T^ i 
'^^k 4 k % 5 ^ % ^. ^^^ % 60% sftsi a w p I 
^sm.^ ^ ^^nqfiTJT % t?T. t^Tet^ fr % 68 % ^Isr aPcT 
1^ I ^ qr^eff it i?r, i i t^^d?i % ^l^i 5r|^ frr^r i HC9I 
^ ^ it t . 5^lM?RT % ^51 5^ 5[T ^ cfr JT?5Ist % ^tsi »Tt 
WITI^ iTTSn it ^ fSRTT 1 
sftsr ^folcn: <ft. 5f53^ % sftjf qff 3Zfr^  ^ q^ I % ^ 
if 5?m afir lOO m« q^ c # ^ ^ «r|5Rn 3025 ^ f ^ i 
5e% sftai 32 - 34° C % ^m\^ ^ arfs?^ 4 k 28 -30° C ^ 
cnqiTH ^ W ^ f^ I 5 ^ ^ aig^ fttST cRuftqm 20-25 % 
100m* q?; 780 ai^ f^ icT fen T^n i %^^ ^=o^cw 'ftsr 5(|5Tcn 
% m t it ^ Twn m\ 1 ^n. ^\^%^ ^ ^ ^ ^ srf^Rn 
a% 100 m ' <R 70 «ir I ^^ ^^ it g^^s % sftsr ^ ^n^ 
fiT^ I =?n^?r, t ^ 5 w arrf^  % sftar iff 3 ^ W T % i 
crsiRig, ^ii#a:l, JT^TRT, f^ ^% ,^ gft^PTsr, qta-y^eT, 
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sffsT ^m\: "ft. ^p^^^ ^^ ^ mf^ ^|cim lOOim q^ 59 
mft^ t^?RT ^51 sriHcTT 100m' q^ 13 «n I sTs^ Rnr %^m 
H^qi^ if % ^ T^n I 
q i f e ^ l ^ a r 100 m* q5[ 3W5RJT 89 sft'C 12 qi I 
3f>r srpen: qt. f f^s^ , qt. ^firg^raw ^ »?[. ^i^j^idt % 
sftsr qiTOTl^cT % 1 "ft. ? # 5 ^ % ^51 ^ ^ arfg^ qn:^ Jt 
^ 1 ^ I qt. ^firgsT^i^ ^ ^51 g-sr % aifSra STCTR^ ^ 
3 ^ m* q?; 300 ^ f^ q^r 1 fq?^iT^ ^ qJT. 8t?:^ 5T(tt % 
1^51 srf^  100 m» q?: 8,400 ip? f%?n 1 
f%5rqr5R i} g ? ^ % ^ (3% loonu q^ 15,500) ^ 
^RT^T % qiRR ^ (af^ 100 ift. q^ 7,74,200) ^ Tqi 1 
5P33?f % sft^ ^ ^ q?: =qf^  ^i aniq ^ ft i^f^ | ^ 
smK filpff % JTSPT^  ^  5fqT?r q^ nt =EtK ^ ^^i sp\m ^tm t ' 
% 5^r ^ q^ q^ cincT iffrt ng^ iflFt 'Iwf % 51^ ^ snwn ^ 
a q r e q ? : ^ ^ # t 3 R n : | ' n ' T f f ^ ^ [ B R T q^ ^1 w^. ^ . 
3TR;. 3TT5. Jf ^5f ^q l^e^q^ =traT5ft n ^ 1 q l^^ nn f^^ it^  %?;^ ^? ; 
crfiT^ RTf % "trsi %^ ^ fei? ^? : q '^i^ nr fcrinftjTt it =#e 
m^'TI "^t cfk ^ W f TTT^  JT^ n =sr% BTTHTI =ER ^ "JJ^  =^ 5^  % 
antTR q^ =5r5rR[ t q i 
^^K % Cr^^rsn farircr jfkrr, ^^ q^ qRwi"iftji qi^wW 
^ swRT anf^  q?: nt arg^RR ^ fi^?r ^oft i M^^ %^1 Jf 
arB?^ ?ns^ n ^ \^ T ^ ^sr qt. ^j^^y, \^, t t ^#f t ^ gfsr^ r 
'J^ "ft. % % I qf oft ^ < t ^ cft?i<t femfg'T! ^ "ft. fi?sw ^ 
^5r ^ Rfff 100 jfft. q^ 5i«n5Bir 1,200, 300 <^K i,400 «ni 
mt[ aifftr ^ ir;T. i f ^ ^ ' t % ^tsi SBJT %% T^ 1 =JrPTt^  % 
^5t q|5ft %JTit ^ ^ i T ? ^ ^ sr>r q ^ ^ ?^nO f^int 
Jf ^ 1^ I 
2 . f ^ 5ClcT ^ S^TIcfT^ ^ < ^ 
3. =sf!^  Hiw^t % ansTR: q^ srareri 
JTs?m 5^P5 ^ 5tm«rT Jf ^ te r 14,500 sSlrIf «fk ^ »i^  
5i3rf% ^qr =JR[ afk "jprsR ?t atfOTaft ^ 2r«n^ ?tT 112 ^ 
4,460 aftsi 1 
5. 5i¥ift2icTT % snKTR q^ sr^ ncciT 
NO 
34.9% 0 ^ I f t l 
1. mf% 5ra?:cTT 
Tlf^^I ^ "ft. ^ P ? ^ % *5T 3^1^ i [ ^ irq I ?ft^ % 5OT ^ 
2. iiteJTlsmcn 
«ft. ^f^^ % ^5t ^ fe-Tifl ^ 3^1^ HTccr 1^ I t?r. 
i1^#^t % ^ *ft ^ ^ d 1 ^ f?wi5f ^ =^1^ nTSfi ^ ^ 
3. ^-^RT sra^cn 
^ fsTETr 1 " j^ ^P5 ^ aisiwi ^ ?:RT ^ §5RT ^ ^ it 
qt. ?f^ 3^?J 3 ^ ^ . t^«ratwt ^ ^515in^i %% ir^ 1 ^JSRI ^SS ^ 
?i^Hr ^ »ft ^ McT ^ ^ I = ^ * #T 5[5ir<Kt ^ 
=qf^  ^t ^ w ^ ^ srlsi ^ OTT^CT % wlsi ?ftm ?P^5!? 
^ f^ RT 1 "?J^  =EP5 % f^ ^ "ft. '^^ S^ RT ^ 1 ^ *I 3^ 5^ icW 
scm^M |3n I ^sr 5i^ ?:cfT ^ ^ "j,"^ ^ ^^, Tt 'w ^^R afk Tin 
= ^ s n ^ ^ I ^ % ^ R JI^ n^ OT 404, 119 ^ 156 «II I i??. 
^^gWt ^ W^ ^ 5T«n^ 392, 156 ^ 83 sir I i^rr. 
jtprfSTT^ % ^ R arfKt^ «!;% r ^ 1 
r^-^Icf ^qf^f^ % STb^TZR % T I ^ |3TT ^ "ft. ^1^3^ 
*^ I 
^ =^ ^ s^sefiK >$ ?w!r "ft. #?q5H, tpr. i N # f t 
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yjt ^ ^ ^ 
g iw '^ i it iro^l' ^ sftsr ^ SR^^TT ^ ^ h ^ ^ ^ m 
2. ta+if^'* jixRicn 
^ R i?T. j M ^ d ^ % 72% fe^5nfr ^ . "ft. % 67% H^^rs 
% 37% sftsraiRri^i 
i r?^f % 22% m& ^ I. g ^ i ^ i ^ % 97 % ^ tJTTft 
5$f sflsr % 59 % f^ ^ ^% q^ I SEH JRBR: ; T ? ^ m 
^ 72.8% t . g ^ i ^ f ^ % 99.3% ^ i%?5T'ft J^. «ft. % 
5 5 % f ^ ^ q ^ » T ^ I <ft.5ff3TO5ft^%56% l^ . i f t^Cm 
^ 61 % ^ tr^. # r s r ^ % 55% sftar i^cT ^ q ^ iT^ 1 
4. =^ R( aiBT^ T ^ sr^en % sfl^ ^ ?r«ri?Kr 
Tin € ^ ^ TTEipT =#[ ^  Jim«rw I T ? ^ 4\^ % #iBcR 
^f^i^ a^ l^ Bjr ^ f%jn 1 ^ % ^ R M^icr f^ g ? ^ ^ ^ 
% 42.2% irsJW =^1^ # ^ 4].30% -JOT € ^ JfROTsff ^ 
siw 1^ % I sflrif 7^5f ^m^ Jnsn it "JOT ^ ^ ^t sn^^^sn^^ 
ar<f 1^1 
^ % 88%f?R%#CR <T^1^I eFJTJTS^fra^ efrt^sr 
>ft ?WR srafer f^Wft I 3{!| ^  a w n ^ J T ? ^ % 83% 
95% ^ i ^ . iftJft^^ % 82% I^cT ^ ^^^m ^ I 
6, fT^^Hfst^ cTssmf ^ arrETK q^ a^^n 
JTQ=i3 % sftsf 29 ^ 31 ^ gflFt «ff5T 29.5 a ^ 31° C 
% ^ rrwR % # r f^% | ^ ^ i T ? ^ ^ ^5T»fr i^ . "ft. % 
sftsf 2 .35%5.50%0^' t5Prif tqcn^3Jn^^»I^I sflRt aftsf 
0.49 ^ 5.9 % 0 5Blf ^vnm\ it g5R!cH^ ^ ^ m^ 
^ ' ^ I M^T affjSrasR 5BI afJT 2.20 ^ 5.40 ftr. 5ff./5ft. 
% ^ ^ ^ n?n I 
1. q i f e JT^cn 
Hf^  ^ ^ it "it, i[^ ®??r % I^sT sjTi^ insfT it ark '^T. 
itm\^ % sftijT ^terT fiisn it ^ T^ I JTScft 5ft^ it *i5t5 
asnt-feN'c % ^ R Ji«rra*T 551, 390 ^ 480 m i qiT. 
if«wr-'ft ^ *5r ?[^  5RiT<~r-?iR ^  i5nt-iw5R: ^ ^ R J[«TPOT 
102 ^ 46 «rn TT^IS! % ^ar aia'si-sR % ^ R S^KI 
3. 1^ -^ TcT IT^cn 
§T1F^ sftsr ^RT ^ a = ^ % eft ^ iRfg ' , ftR=5Rt q?r <ft <ft. ^ 
4. ^ ^ a i ^ ^ ^ a=5Rcri ^ ?T*^!? 
"jt^  ^ ? aT^ «^imf it ^ nuf^ % ^^ ^rzn^ ^  *iq i 
m^ ^^%z # #ir ?[?: ^jft 'ij'T =5rk a ^ tr^^w =^^ arwn % 
^ R t ^ ^ ^5J1 
5. '^ am«n ^ ^ - ^ R T a^fn ^r fn^^et 
6. am'C-'*!!^  ^  =5ff^  aWWT % anstK "R a^cn 
"JOT =cff^  am«n it 5^-»Ti^ CT '^T! it <ff. # s ^ ^ ^ 
sqri^ %% T^ I Heiw =€^ a r a ^ it d^^wiK CR'T! it ^ %% 
»^ I trrr. 3tw#ft ^ g's^^R sflsr a ^ m trssfir =jff^  am«fi 
7. SI^5I5tt ^ a^cIT ^ WfSpET 
^ ^ »* sa 
qt. 5f:=3^ # sftai arfer^^ mqiTR it ^ w cr^oftwr it 
1, ^ ^ a^^cn 
•ft. # ^51 a=^ ^ I 
2. ifkwt a^ cTT 
Na 
eft. ^ 1 ^ ^ % g'oxiciH 5ft5I ni5IT aTaFcJ??:-?f<W ^ afk qt. 
# ^ R ^ Rl<r<!i<rt ^ a^Bp^j^-;!^ % ^ jq- if% ir^ i 
3. fcR-^ RT a^ n^ccn 
so 
51>ff ^ 80.4% <ft. 5 N T O # sftsr afk iTSfOTf ^ 75.0% 
=qRRl ^  iT 53,0% % JtT55ft ^sr fSR it ^ R ^ smf^  ftT5=5Rt 
20 
iT^ r. qt. ^ 8 0 % 4\^ ^x 'J\. ^firg^T^BH ^ 74% ^\^ 11^ ^ 
qr. %f^m ^\^ ^ ivy, ^ ^ ^K 1.3% -j;^ ^ ^ 
RT^«TT3Tf Jt ^ i q %[%^ qt. f^fr§5T$rCT % 51 % '?JT =5rT^  ^ \ 
5. ^ ^ at^ 5«fr ^ aTTSTR: q^ f^-^icT a^eri 
Tq I i%55Wt, T?%3 ^ ^ ^ ^ # ^ 1 ^ "JOT ^  $ \\^ t >Tf 
^ i q I 
6. ^m-'^isT ^ ' : ^ ^ sri^ii % ansfi^ q^ sra^ cm 
^ ^ i "ft. # 5 ^ e ^ ^ qt. ^fti§5T%3g- % I^sr 3 ^ K ^ ' f t ^ 
^ %^ ^ q7. i\^^m % l^5T 28 ^ 29.5 % mqjTR Jt 
^ 15 ^ 20%„ ^^ 5I^3IcTI ^ 5Jn3[T ^ i q i qt. 
%firi5T%se % ^^ tsr 21° C % cTiqiTR ^ 30.5% „ SfqiftsTcTI ^ 
^lm> ^ Tq I JT?%3 ^ 'mW^ '^. qt. Jf«ri5RJT 31° C 
^K 30° C W cTiqiTFr ^ ^ 35-35 %„ ^ 35%^ ^T^lqm ^ 
#f^ ^ 
f^ fl5T;T 
sfa^ftT 
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